
MAGUIRES TOBACCO TRIALS 
2021/2022

FARMER :- MIKE SWEARS

FARM NAME:- BLENCATHRA

AREA :- TRELAWNEY

DATE PLANTED :- 11/11/2021

VARIETY: T74



CHEMICALS 

ON 

TRIAL

1. Control 9. Kasugamycin 4%

2. Oxayml x2 10.Dual Magnum x2

3. Velum ½ rate 11. Frontier Optima 

4. VS04 Kiplant x3 12.Frontier Optima 

5. Cuperderm x4 13.Messenger

6. Cabrio Duo x2 14.Ekcosil 

7. Flumetralin 15% 15.Myconate

8. Flumetralin Duo 16.Control 

17.Ezyflow Lime 



Planting was done on 
the 11th of November 

2021



Cuperdem being 
mixed at a rate of 
3lt/HA and applied 
in the planting water.



1 week after planting all the tobacco has taken and 
there is no sign of dusty surface beetle throughout 

the tobacco field.



The tobacco has all taken and none has been damaged 
by cutworm or dusty surface beetle.



All the chemicals 
seem to be doing 

their job and there is 
no noticeable 

difference between 
the chemicals yet.



The crop received some rain recently. The weeds have started to 
come through although the weed pressure is worse towards the 

edge of the land it shows the chemicals have worked.



There is no sign of any disease 
in the crop this includes frog 

eye, alterneria and angular leaf 
spot. 

We have sprayed:
Azoxy Duo at 500mls/ha 

Twist at 180mls/ha
Bion at 60g/ha

Kasugamycin at 800mls/ha 
Cabrio Duo at 1.5lts/ha



Spraying on 
Cabrio Duo at 

1.5lts/ha.



27/1/2022
Applying our suckerides. 

N’decanol and Flumetralin Duo are the suckerides that have been applied.



Flumetralin Duo is made 
up of 13,5% flumetralin and 
30% n’decanol. 
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